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A critical challenge in developing scalable error-corrected quantum systems is the accumulation
of errors while performing operations and measurements. One promising approach is to design a
system where errors can be detected and converted into erasures. A recent proposal aims to do this
using a dual-rail encoding with superconducting cavities. In this work, we implement such a dual-
rail cavity qubit and use it to demonstrate a projective logical measurement with erasure detection.
We measure logical state preparation and measurement errors at the 0.01%-level and detect over
99% of cavity decay events as erasures. We use the precision of this new measurement protocol
to distinguish different types of errors in this system, finding that while decay errors occur with
probability ∼0.2% per microsecond, phase errors occur 6 times less frequently and bit flips occur at
least 170 times less frequently. These findings represent the first confirmation of the expected error
hierarchy necessary to concatenate dual-rail erasure qubits into a highly efficient erasure code.

Practical quantum error correction requires achieving
error rates well below threshold in the physical qubits
during all operations. Most platforms still require sub-
stantial improvements in fidelity of not just gates but
all operations, including state preparation and measure-
ment. In addition to the quest for better physical qubits
with lower error rates and fewer error channels, vari-
ous avenues are being investigated to address these chal-
lenges. One approach is to implement error correction
using qudits or multi-level bosonic modes to provide
the necessary redundancy within a single physical ele-
ment [1–5], and is the only architecture to have achieved
breakeven for the lifetime of a logical qubit [6–9]. Alter-
natively, the correction thresholds can be less demanding
if one can tailor codes [10–14] to exploit a natural or en-
gineered structure or noise bias in the qubits [15–19].
While on the path to error correction, there are benefits
in detecting errors as they occur in the physical qubits
through the use of dedicated flag qubits [20–24].

The concept of erasure qubits extends error-detection
to full error correction when incorporated in a higher-
level stabilizer code. Erasure errors are defined as de-
tected errors that occur at a specific time and location in
the physical qubits [25]. A relatively new approach [26]
is to build in the ability to appropriately detect [27–29]
the dominant errors directly into the physical system,
thereby converting them to erasures. It is known that
any stabilizer code can correct for twice as many era-
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sure errors compared to Pauli errors [25]. Additionally,
large-scale error correction codes benefit from a higher
threshold for erasure errors [26, 30, 31].

A simple way to realize an erasure qubit is with the
dual-rail encoding, defined by the codewords |0L⟩ = |01⟩
and |1L⟩ = |10⟩ (see Fig. 1a). The encoding of this qubit
in two spatial modes [32] or polarizations of an optical
photon [33] is a well-known concept [34] that has been
widely explored in linear optics platforms, and remains
an active area of research [35]. The recently proposed
circuit quantum electrodynamics (cQED) implementa-
tion of the dual-rail cavity qubit [36] has the distinct
advantage of strong and controllable non-linearity via
a dispersively coupled transmon ancilla, which enables
on-demand arbitrary state preparation, entangling gates,
and measurements enabled by efficient single-photon de-
tection. Another approach to build erasure qubits out of
transmon qubits [27] themselves has also been proposed.
The bosonic cQED realization uses two microwave cavi-
ties, and offers the prospect of converting not only cavity
photon loss, but also dominant ancilla errors [37–39], into
detectable erasures. This can be achieved for a full set of
single and two-qubit gates, as well as state preparation
and measurement. A key design principle of the dual-
rail cavity qubit is to engineer a system that exhibits a
strong hierarchy of errors, with remaining Pauli and leak-
age error rates orders of magnitude smaller than erasure
rates, resulting in a qubit optimized for integration into a
higher-level error correction code. Already, recent work
has demonstrated single-qubit operation fidelities for a
dual-rail cavity qubit in excess of 99.95% [40, 41]. How-
ever, to fully exploit the benefits of this encoding, several
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other aspects are required.
In this work, we implement logical state preparation

and measurement (SPAM) in a dual-rail cavity qubit. We
design our logical measurement to have built-in erasure
detection, rendering it insensitive to any single occur-
rence of the dominant hardware errors, including those
arising from decoherence, initialization, and readout.
The type of logical measurement we show is an example
of end-of-the-line erasure detection, which finds use when
measuring qubits at the end of an algorithm or when mea-
suring error syndromes in a stabilizer circuit. This is in
contrast with mid-circuit erasure detection, which pre-
serves the logical information within the codespace when
an erasure is not detected. Such a mid-circuit measure-
ment is necessary for erasure conversion or correction,
and is possible [42] with a different technique [36] within
the same architecture. With our end-of-the-line measure-
ment, we obtain SPAM errors that are among the lowest
for any physical qubit platform, with logical errors at the
0.01% level. Additionally, we show that over 99% of de-
cay errors can be detected as end-of-the-line erasures. We
use this logical measurement to probe idling bit-flip and
dephasing error rates in a dual-rail qubit, finding they are
smaller than the measured erasure rates. Specifically, for
this system we measure a cavity decay rate ∼ 0.2% per
microsecond, with phase and bit-flip errors measured to
be a factor of 6 times and at least 170 times less likely,
respectively. The development of a logical measurement
with precise erasure detection is a key step for the dual-
rail cavity qubit approach and enables detailed character-
ization of both erasures and the underlying small errors.

RESULTS

Characterizing dual-rail SPAM

We first describe the principle of measurement for the
dual-rail cavity qubit. Logical measurement of a dual-
rail cavity qubit detects which cavity, if any, contains the
photon. In contrast to conventional qubit measurements,
where performance is limited by misassignment and tran-
sition errors during the readout [45, 46], the logical mea-
surement has the additional capability of labeling most
of these readout errors and also cavity leakage errors as
erasures. The logical measurement is expected to have
both low logical misassignment errors and be a highly
sensitive detector of leakage due to decay errors (photon
loss), while ideally incurring only a small penalty from
additional erasures due to readout errors. These proper-
ties are essential for a good dual-rail cavity qubit.

We describe our protocols for state preparation and
measurement in the dual-rail encoding (see Materials and
Methods for full detail). In our hardware implementa-
tion, each cavity has an individual ancilla transmon and
readout for control and measurement (Fig. 1b), which
allows simultaneous measurement of both cavities. As
shown in Fig. 1c, the state preparation protocol consists

of three steps: reset to |00⟩, initialization in a logical
state, and optional “check” measurements to verify the
state preparation, which boosts the preparation fidelity.
There are many options for the state preparation proto-
col. Here, we use an optimal control pulse (OCP) [47] to
initialize a cavity in |1⟩ and a single transmon measure-
ment after the OCP to check that the transmon is in |g⟩,
as intended. Importantly for our SPAM protocol, any
errors in the state preparation not caught by the check
measurements can still be detected later in the logical
measurement as an erasure, resulting in a slight increase
in the erasure rate, but need not impact the fidelity of
the logical outcome.

In our experiment, the logical measurement is im-
plemented by performing simultaneous cavity measure-
ments. For each cavity, we first perform a photon-number
selective π-pulse to map the state of the cavity onto the
transmon, flipping the transmon to |e⟩ only if the cav-
ity is in |1⟩. This is followed by a standard dispersive
readout of the transmon, with a total duration of 4.8 µs
for the cavity measurement. There are many options
for implementing the logical measurement and our cho-
sen mapping operation is optimized for detection of the
dominant leakage state, |00⟩ (see Materials and Meth-
ods for more detail). Importantly, these photon-number-
resolving measurements are non-demolition on the cavity
photon number [46, 48] and as such the cavity measure-
ments may be repeated to form multiple rounds of mea-
surements, further suppressing assignment errors. In the
case of multiple rounds of measurement, after each round
of cavity measurements we reset both transmons to |g⟩
by applying a conditional π-pulse if either transmon was
found in |e⟩. The reset is followed by an additional check
to verify the transmons are in the ground state and as-
sign any failures as an erasure. Finally, prior to the first
logical measurement, we also perform transmon readouts
to verify that both are in the ground state, also assigning
failures as an erasure.

Each measurement round is decoded and assigned
to one of four possible outcomes: codespace outcomes
{“01”, “10”} or erasure outcomes {“00”, “11”}. In the
case of repeated rounds of measurements disagreeing, we
declare an ambiguous outcome “A”. Given our mapping
choice, each cavity measurement informs us whether or
not the cavity is in |1⟩. Higher leakage states in an indi-
vidual cavity, such as |2⟩, while less likely, are nonetheless
assigned to outcome “0”. As such, dual-rail cavity qubit
leakage states, such as |02⟩ or |20⟩, will be assigned to
“00” and labeled as an erasure. Finally, we discard the
assigned erasures and compute the logical outcome 1L
(0L), defined as P1L (0L) = N1L (0L)/ (N0L +N1L), where
N is the number of shots of the assigned logical state.

First, we perform our SPAM experiment by preparing
logical states |0L⟩ = |01⟩ and |1L⟩ = |10⟩ and then per-
forming a logical measurement. From the logical state
preparation we can extract two figures of merit. First,
the logical misassignment error is defined as the frac-
tion of counts assigned to “10” (“01”) when preparing
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|01⟩ (|10⟩), this is represented by the assignment channel
shown as pink arrows in Fig. 2a. From our data, shown
as pink bars in Fig. 2b, we determine the logical misas-
signment error to be (1.7 ± 0.3) × 10−4, averaged over
both state preparations, or 17 counts out of a total of
105. Second, we can quantify the erasure fraction as the
relative number of counts labeled “00” or “11” (channel
shown in blue arrows in Fig. 2a), which we measure to
be (5.62±0.05)×10−2, shown as blue bars in Fig. 2b. In
addition to preparation errors, which constitute a leak-
age error, these assigned erasures can also arise from any
single error during the dual-rail measurement, including
leakage in a cavity, transmon decoherence, or readout er-
rors. False erasure assignments, for which the dual-rail
cavity qubit is still in the codespace, are false positives
and set a lower bound on the erasure fraction.

By intentionally preparing leakage states |00⟩ and |11⟩,
we directly test the erasure detection capability of our
logical measurement. This assignment channel is shown
with yellow arrows in Fig. 2a and the experimental results
are shown in the right two panels in Fig. 2b. The critical
figure of merit is what we call the leakage detection error,
which is the fraction of false negatives, i.e. when we fail
to detect a leakage event. Because undetected leakage
errors are amongst the most damaging errors in a stabi-
lizer code, it is important to keep the fraction of leaked
qubits small [49–52]. We show that we can achieve this
in our system by measuring the leakage detection error
to be (7.7± 0.28)× 10−3 when preparing |00⟩, by far the
dominant leakage due to photon loss. This means that
we can convert > 99% of leakage errors during the mea-
surement to erasures. The leakage detection error when
preparing |11⟩ is higher, at the 10−2 level but leakage to
this state is much rarer, requiring a cavity heating event.

We have developed a detailed model to simulate the
state preparation and measurement protocol (Supple-
mentary Text), finding close agreement between these
simulations (plotted as green lines in Fig. 2b) and our
experimental data. Further, we have developed a simpli-
fied error model (Supplementary Text) to determine the
physical error mechanisms that contribute to incorrectly
assigned outcomes. Using this model, we infer that out-
comes assigned as erasures are often transmon T1 events
during readout, contributing between 30%-50% of the
total error. Leakage detection errors are dominated by
readout classification errors, contributing between 60%-
90% of the total error.

Finally, by performing the SPAM experiment with two
rounds of measurements we observe an exceedingly low
logical misassignment error of (3± 1)× 10−5 and leakage
detection errors of (1.3± 0.1)× 10−3. We attribute this
∼ 6× improvement to the decoding strategy where we re-
quire agreement between both rounds of measurements
(see detailed breakdown of the error budget in Supple-
mentary Materials). The tradeoff with this strategy is a
much higher erasure fraction at (18± 1)%, which is well-
accounted for in our model. This experiment highlights
the flexibility of our measurement protocol, with options

for both multiple rounds of measurements and strategies
both for reduced SPAM error or for reduced erasures.

Measuring bit-flip Error Rates

Having demonstrated a high-fidelity logical measure-
ment, we now use this tool to probe idling errors in our
dual-rail qubit. First, we study the dual-rail bit-flip er-
ror rate, defined here as the rate of transition from one
logical state to the other: |01⟩ → |10⟩ and vice versa. We
expect these transitions to be exceedingly rare, caused by
a double error via photon-loss in one cavity and photon-
gain in the other cavity, thereby inducing a bit-flip in the
logical state. In our system, the cavities have relaxation
times of T1 = 1/κ = 350 µs and 592 µs and thermal pop-
ulations of nth = 1.7×10−4 and 3.5×10−4 (see Materials
and Methods). In this experiment, the qubit is prepared
in either of the logical states |01⟩ or |10⟩ and a logical
measurement is performed after a variable delay; the re-
sults are shown in Fig. 3a. At zero delay, the assigned
outcomes are consistent with the |01⟩ and |10⟩ SPAM re-
sults, and we find the probability of assigning the bit-flip
outcome to be ∼ 10−4. As the delay increases, we observe
the expected exponential increase in the |00⟩ population.
At longer delay times, the assigned outcomes tend to-
ward the measurement outcomes when preparing |00⟩ as
shown in our SPAM experiment. Our apparent bit-flip
rate will have contributions both from the intrinsic bit-
flip error rate, defined as the logical transition rate in the
absence of measurement errors, and from measurement
errors. We compare our data with two simulations, one
with measured hardware parameters and the other with
no intrinsic bit-flip errors by setting the cavity thermal
populations nth = 0 (see Fig. 3). We find both simu-
lations largely agree with the measurement, suggesting
that the bit-flip outcome counts are not dominated by
actual state transitions in the cavities, but rather by mea-
surement errors.

From the assigned physical outcomes we plot the logi-
cal bit-flip outcomes, shown in Fig. 3b. Given the high-
fidelity logical measurement, we also perform these ex-
periments at short times (20 µs) in order to directly
observe idling errors on the few microsecond scale, the
relevant timescale for a logical entangling gate [53]. We
perform a linear fit to the short-time data, and show that
the probability of apparent logical errors grows on the or-
der of 0.001% in 1 µs, corresponding to a rate slower than
1/(79±24 ms). Our model suggests this rate is a lower
bound for the intrinsic dual-rail bit-flip rate, as the in-
trinsic bit-flip contributes only ∼ 0.5% of the apparent
bit-flip even at 20 µs (Supplementary Text). Given the
good agreement with the simulation, we infer that the
intrinsic bit-flip rate should be non-exponential [36] and
extremely slow, with a probability ∼ nth(κt)

2 at short
times, that would be only a few parts per billion in a
microsecond (see Supplementary Text for details).
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Measuring dephasing rates

We perform Ramsey and echo experiments on the dual-
rail cavity qubit to make a first estimate of phase errors.
After state preparation in a logical dual-rail state, the
Ramsey sequence is performed by applying a logical π/2-
pulse, implemented via a parametric beamsplitter inter-
action [40, 41], and, after a variable delay, applying a
second logical π/2-pulse, before measuring the qubit. In
the case of the echo measurement, an additional logi-
cal π-pulse is inserted mid-way during the delay. For the
Ramsey experiment, the beamsplitter is intentionally de-
tuned by a small (5 kHz) amount, giving rise to periodic
behavior of the superposition of states.

We present results for an initial estimate of the de-
phasing rates for our dual-rail qubit, as shown in Fig. 4.
We compare our data to a simulation of the Ramsey and
echo experiment, and infer dual-rail dephasing times by
matching the data (or envelope of the data in the case
for Ramsey) with our simulation. From this, we ex-
tract Tφ = 1.76 ms from the Ramsey experiment, and
TE
φ = 3.08 ms from the echo experiment. In our data

we observe an offset in ⟨ZL⟩ at long times, where it is ex-
pected to decay to zero. This can be explained by leakage
detection errors that bias the logical measurement at long
times, due to the increased probability of being in the |00⟩
state. As such, we also perform coherence experiments
at shorter times (< 100µs), where this bias is suppressed
by the smaller probability of being in |00⟩. From these
experiments we extract dephasing error rates for Ram-
sey and echo of (0.059 ± 0.006)% and (0.037 ± 0.003)%
per microsecond, respectively. From this we infer rates
1/(1.70±0.18 ms) and 1/(2.70±0.20 ms), respectively for
Ramsey and echo, which is similar to our simulation re-
sults. The dual-rail Tφ values are likely still dominated
by extrinsic sources of cavity dephasing, introduced by fi-
nite heating rates and state transitions of the dispersively
coupled nonlinear elements, which in our system are two
measurement transmons and three Josephson coupling
elements (see Fig. 1b). This initial bound on phase-flip
rate measured here is encouraging, and is approximately
a factor of six slower than the erasure rate. Further im-
provements are achievable, for example, by decreasing
the heating rates in these elements and detecting their
residual state transitions as erasures.

CONCLUSION

We have developed a logical measurement with built-
in erasure detection with logical misasssignment on the
order of 10−4 and with efficiency for detecting leakage to
|00⟩ in excess of 99%. Our measurements show that the
logical bit-flip rate is a factor of 170 smaller than the era-
sure rate, and that the logical phase-flip rate is a factor
of 6 smaller, providing initial confirmation that dual-rail

cavity qubits can have a favorable hierarchy of errors in
the idling state. Further improvements in the measure-
ment and characterization of dual-rail qubits should also
be possible. While we have already demonstrated low
error rates, a more detailed analysis (51) of the physi-
cal phenomena and the ultimate limits on dephasing in
the dual-rail qubit are key questions. The erasures in-
duced by measurement errors impact the post-selected
yield in this experiment and further reduction in both
real and apparent erasures will be beneficial. Fortunately,
our modeling projects that improvements from hardware
optimizations, as well as extensions to the measurement
protocols, can be expected to allow significant gains in
yield and SPAM performance in future. Our results in-
dicate that asymmetric errors in erasure detection can
introduce a bias in the measured outcomes, particularly
for longer circuits where the erasure fraction is high, and
so ways to estimate and mitigate these effects should be
pursued.
The ability to perform high-fidelity preparation and

measurement is a vital tool for all further characteri-
zation of dual-rail erasure qubits, including other criti-
cal operations such as mid-circuit erasure detection and
two-qubit gates [53]. Combined, these will complete a
full toolbox of error-detected quantum operations for
the dual-rail cavity architecture. Confirmation of the
expected error hierarchy, not only while idling, but
also while performing these operations, could accelerate
progress to fault-tolerant computing. Leakage detection
in a single dual-rail qubit is an important first step on
the path to correct erasures, which will require a next-
level code made by concatenating many dual-rail qubits.
The ability to detect or convert decoherence errors into
measurable erasures opens new avenues for error mitiga-
tion and improving the effective fidelity of short-depth
circuits.
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FIG. 1. Dual-rail qubit concept, implementation, and measurement. (A) The dual-rail codespace spans the states
{|01⟩ , |10⟩}. Transitions out of the codespace induced by either relaxation or heating events bring the system into a leakage space
that can be detected with the appropriate measurement protocol. (B) The dual-rail qubit is implemented in a superconducting
cQED module consisting of several physical modes: two superconducting cavities here implemented as three-dimensional λ/4-
coaxial cavities (gray), and each dispersively coupled to a transmon (green) and a resonator (blue) for control and readout.
Single-qubit operations are engineered by beamsplitter interactions [40, 41] enabled by a nonlinear coupler, here constructed
as an array of three SNAIL elements operated at the zero-bias sweet-spot [43, 44], resulting in single-qubit gate fidelities as
shown in Supplementary Materials. There are adjacent cavity systems within this module that are not used in this experiment,
shown as shaded elements. (C) Logical state preparation and measurement protocols used in this work. The dual-rail logical
measurement incorporates erasure detection, leading to a measurement with three outcomes: logical outcomes “0L” and “1L”,
and erasures. There are several steps required to decode the logical measurement, starting with assignment of the transmon
outcomes, classification and assignment to one of the physical cavity outcomes (“00”, “01”, “10”, or “11”) or to an ambiguous
outcome (“A”) in the case of multiple rounds of measurements disagreeing, before finally assigning the logical outcome.
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FIG. 2. State preparation and measurement of a dual-rail qubit. (A) The set of possible measurement outcomes can
be summarized in the assignment channel diagram, color-coded to highlight several different figures of merit. Apparent bit-flip
errors (pink) are a logical misassignment of |01⟩ for |10⟩ and vice versa. Erasure errors (blue) indicate an erasure outcome was
measured despite preparation in one of the logical states. Finally, leakage detection errors (yellow) are misassignments of a
known leaked state: e.g. |00⟩ or, less likely |11⟩. (B) State assignment data using 1 round of measurements. In our SPAM
experiment, we prepare each of the four dual-rail states and perform a logical measurement. Results for each dual-rail state
are shown in each panel; and each bar corresponds to a different assigned physical state. The model results are shown as blue
lines for each outcome. Error bars represent the standard error, showing ±1σ.
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A

B

FIG. 3. Dual-rail bit-flip error measurement. (A) Assigned physical state outcomes measured as a function of delay
for the dual-rail cavity qubit prepared in |0L⟩ (left) and |1L⟩ (right). The occurrence of each measured outcome is shown both
as a fraction (left axis) and as total counts (right axis). The solid line corresponds to a simulation performed with measured
parameters; the dashed line is a simulation performed without any intrinsic bit-flip errors by setting the cavity heating rates to
zero. (B) We compute the logical outcomes and plot the bit-flip error fraction when initializing in |0L⟩ (left) and |1L⟩ (right).
The solid and dashed lines are generated using the same simulations as in Fig. 3a, both showing good agreement with the data.
The small difference between the two simulations provide evidence that intrinsic bit-flip errors are yet a small contribution
to the apparent bit-flip error. The inset shows results for an additional experiment performed with delays out to 20 µs. We
perform a linear fit (solid line) and extract an apparent bit-flip error rate of (0.00063± 0.00038)% and (0.0013± 0.00039)% in
a microsecond, for |0L⟩ (left) and |1L⟩, respectively.
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A B

FIG. 4. Dual-rail phase error measurement. (A) Dual-rail qubit Ramsey and (B) echo experiment showing the assigned
physical outcomes in the top panel; the logical outcome ⟨ZL⟩ (black circles) and erasure fraction (purple x-markers) are shown in
the bottom panel. Simulation results are shown in solid lines. The inset shows results from an additional experiment performed
with shorter delays and the black line is a linear fit to the data. We extract dephasing error rates of (0.059 ± 0.006)% and
(0.037± 0.003)% in a microsecond for the Ramsey and echo experiments, respectively.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

MATERIALS AND METHODS

System Properties

Description Parameter Units Alice Bob

System Cavity-transmon cross-kerr χcm/2π MHz -2.14 -3.72

Cavity-coupler cross-kerr χcc/2π kHz -99 -110

Cavity Relaxation time T c
1 µs 592 350

Dephasing time, Ramsey T c
2R µs 768 543

Dephasing time, Echo T c
2E µs 932 588

Thermal population ncth % 0.035 * 0.017 *

Self-kerr K/2π kHz -5.79 -11.02

Resonance frequency ωc/2π GHz 7.16 6.76

Transmon Relaxation time T t
1 µs 125 179

Dephasing time, Ramsey T t
2R µs 92 206

Dephasing time, Echo T t
2E µs 144 303

Thermal population ntth % 1 1

Anharmonicity α/2π MHz -184.63 -185.71

Resonance frequency ωt/2π GHz 4.83 4.92
Selective π-pulse sigma σs ns 300 300

Unselective π-pulse sigma σus ns 16 16

Readout Duration tM µs 2.0 3.6

Processing time td µs 0.4 0.4

Transmon relaxation time during readout T t
1 RO µs 80 * 100 *

Transmon Thermal population during readout ntth RO % 2 * 11 *

Prob. of misassigning |g⟩ as |e⟩ pgE ×10−3 1.00 * 3.22 *

Prob. of misassigning |e⟩ as |g⟩ peG ×10−3 4.03 * 1.18 *

* See subsequent sections for details of these measurements.

Measurement of Cavity Thermal Population

We bound the cavity thermal population ncth by conducting a modified bit-flip experiment. This is particularly
important as cavity heating is expected to be the main mechanism for actual transitions. The measurement is
performed as follows: the dual-rail qubit is prepared in the physical state |00⟩, and after a variable time-delay the
resulting state is measured in order to measure any transitions to excited states due to cavity heating.

The results of the measurement are shown in Fig. 5. Given that we expect errors associated with the measurement
(misassignment errors) to dominate over those due to cavity heating, we measure twice after the time-delay. Each of
the two measurements of the cavity states must agree, or the result is labeled “A” (ambiguous) and thrown out; this
suppresses the misassignment error. With the two measurements, the excited states (|01⟩ and |10⟩) show a behavior
typical of heating, where the probability of the states increases and then saturates at long time. We bound the
cavity ncth to be less than 4× 10−4 by examining the long time, saturated behavior. This value for the average cavity
occupation suppresses the rate of actual transitions between logical states, which would then be estimated to be < 500
ppm in one microsecond, or a remarkably low rate of 1/(∼ 2000 seconds) in the absence of other intrinsic bit-flip
processes, and assuming ideal state preparation.
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FIG. 5. (a) Measurement of cavity nth Plot of physical state probability as a function of delay time after being prepared
in the ground state |00⟩. We perform this experiment to measure the cavity heating, which sets the limit of the intrinsic
bit-flip rate. Given that misassignment dominates over the cavity heating, we use two end-of-line measurements to suppress
the measurement error. We interpret the long-time behavior where the excited states (|01⟩ and |10⟩) saturate as bounding the
cavity heating rate.

FIG. 6. Single-qubit randomized benchmarking (RB) measurement We perform single-qubit randomized benchmark-
ing in the dual-rail basis with five seeds (represented by x) at each Clifford Depth. The single-qubit gates are used in this paper
when measuring the phase error rates. The mean (triangle) measured survival probability is fit to a exponential and from this
we extract the error-per-Clifford as 8.4× 10−4.

Measurement of Readout Properties

We measure the readout properties of our transmons with two experiments.
First, we measure T1 during readout by performing a “T1 vs. n̄” experiment on each of the ancilla transmons. We

perform this experiment with the insight that due to the well-known effect where the transmon lifetime gets suppressed
at certain readout amplitudes, there may be an increased probability of a transition event during readout [54]. As the
measured system properties are the input for both of our models (see Supplementary Text), our aim is to characterize
all aspects of our system accurately, including any changes to coherences during readout.

In the experiment, we choose an array of values for the pulse amplitude; for each pulse amplitude we perform a T1
experiment on the transmon (excite the transmon to |e⟩ and measure the probability of it remaining in |e⟩ for variable
delays between preparation and measurement) while driving the readout tone at the chosen amplitude. We fit the

data at each point to a decaying exponential and extract T
(t)
1 RO at the readout amplitudes we use.

We also know that the transmons may suffer some residual heating during readout compared to their ambient
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thermal populations. In order to extract a value for the effective transmon thermal population during readout,

n
(t)
th RO, we examine the offsets of the fits to the data as described above.
Second, in order to extract pgE and peG, we perform an experiment where we prepare the transmon in |g⟩ and then

repeatedly measure it 10 times; we repeat the experiment 105 times. In this experiment the signature of a transition
is different from the signature of a misassignment, as in the former case consecutive measurements will have the same
outcome and in the latter case they will not. We average over the traces of all runs of the experiment, and from the
signature traces of misassignments we extract the probabilities of misassigning |g⟩ as E, and |e⟩ as G.

Single-Qubit Gate Benchmarking

In this paper, the single-qubit gates are used when measuring the phase error rates. We characterize the quality of
the gates using single-qubit randomized benchmarking [55, 56] in the dual-rail space. As shown in Fig. 6, the resulting
error-per-Clifford (EPC) from this measurement is 8.4 × 10−4. This rate is obtained by generating five seeds across
Clifford depths ranging from 0 to 1500. The physical gates are comprised of 50-50 beamsplitters (π/2) and SWAPs
(π). We plot the survival probability, meaning the prepared state is returned, as a function of Clifford depth.

cQED Toolbox for Bosonic Operations

All operations necessary for state preparation, measurement, and reset of the dual-rail cavity qubit are implemented
using the now well-established cQED toolbox of operations [57]. This includes all the operations necessary for state
preparation, measurement, and system reset of the dual-rail qubit.

In the subsequent sections we explain each element of the dual-rail qubit’s toolbox in some detail.

Mapping

Measurement of the cavity state is realized by mapping the state to the cavity’s ancilla transmon, before performing
a subsequent readout of the transmon in order to infer the state of the cavity.

In the data presented in this paper, the mapping was implemented by way of a selective π-pulse on the ancilla
transmon; the pulse was executed as a truncated Gaussian pulse. Specifically, this means that we perform a π-pulse
on the transmon–conditioned on the cavity being in the Fock state |n⟩:

Xs
n = |n⟩⟨n| ⊗ σ̂x +

∑
m̸=n

|m⟩⟨m| ⊗ Î

The ancilla is dispersively coupled to the cavity with its resonance frequency given by ω̃q = ωq − nχ, where ωq

is the transmon’s bare resonance frequency, n is the number of photons in the cavity, and χ is the cavity-transmon
cross-Kerr. This interaction dictates our two main degrees of freedom in tailoring the selective-pulse mapping for our
dual-rail protocol.

First, we choose the pulse duration. The pulse, in the time domain, is parameterized as chop · σ, where σ is
the standard deviation of the Gaussian pulse that is truncated at ±chop/2 standard deviations of the Gaussian.
In the frequency domain, the bandwidth of the pulse is given by 1/(2πσ), and as such given the cross-Kerrs of
our subsystems, we choose a pulse sigma that is long enough such that the pulse’s bandwidth is narrow enough to
be sufficiently selective on one of the Fock states |n⟩. We choose our pulse sigmas by numerically computing the
unselectivity error of the pulse as Err = 1− |⟨1, g|Xs

n=0|1, g⟩|2 taking χ and σ into account.
Second, we can choose the frequency of of the selective-pulse for the mapping. Namely, we can detune the pulse by

nχ, where n is any integer and will lead to the transmon being rotated conditioned on the cavity being in the Fock
state |n⟩. In our dual-rail protocol, the dominant leakage mechanism is cavity decay events to the |00⟩ state. As such,
in order to minimize the misassignment of leakage states to the codespace, we detune our selective pulses by χ such
that we obtain the following cavity-to-transmon mapping:

|0⟩ → |g⟩
|1⟩ → |e⟩

and the dual-rail leakage state |00⟩ maps to |gg⟩ rather than to the more error-prone state (for readout purposes) |ee⟩.
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Transmon Readout

Transmon readout in the dual-rail protocol is realized by way of standard dispersive readout [58].

In tailoring the transmon readout to the dual-rail protocol, one primary degree of freedom that we have is the
readout pulse’s duration.

In choosing the readout duration we seek to optimize the trade-off between readout separation and transitions
during readout–that are inversely parameterized by the readout duration tM . Specifically, the readout separation, or
the distinguishability of the states in the IQ plane is characterized by the parameter Īm/σ that scales as

√
tM ; as such,

the separation increases, and the classification error accordingly decreases as tM increases. However, transmon decay

and heating events scale as tM/T
(t)
1 RO and n

(t)
th RO · tM/T (t)

1 RO, respectively, and as such the probability of a transmon
transition during readout (i.e. a non-QND measurement) increases as tM increases. We quantify these probabilities
given our system parameters and choose tM accordingly in order to balance this trade-off.

Conditional Reset

In our dual-rail protocols, we always immediately reset the transmon back to the ground state |g⟩ subsequent to it
being rotated to |e⟩ by any component of the protocol.

We perform this reset conditioned on having learned that the transmon is in |e⟩, i.e. following a transmon readout,
and implement it via an unselective π-pulse. An unselective pulse, in contrast with the selective pulse described in
the Mapping section, is a short pulse in the time-domain or, equivalently a broad pulse in the frequency-domain that
is thus intended to be unselective on the cavity photon-number.

We tailor this unselective π-pulse for the purpose of conditional reset with the same considerations in mind as when
tailoring the selective pulse as described in the Mapping section.

First, we choose the pulse duration to be short enough such that it is sufficiently unselective given the system’s
χ, with the error computed numerically as ϵ = 1 − |⟨1, e|Xus

n=0|1, g⟩|2, where us denotes the unselective π-pulse.
Specifically we want 1/(2πσ) to be large enough such that the pulse is broad enough in the frequency domain to
rotate the transmon from |e⟩ back to |g⟩ regardless of whether the cavity is in the state |0⟩ or |1⟩.

Second, similar to the case of the selective pulse, we have a choice in the detuning of the unselective pulse. For
the dual-rail protocol, we detune the unselective reset pulse by χ, so that it is on resonance when the cavity is in the
state |1⟩. We do this, since given our mapping choice (as described in the Mapping section) the transmon is rotated
to |e⟩ when the cavity is in the state |1⟩. Consequently, in our logical measurement protocol, when the transmon is
measured to be in |e⟩ after a mapping of the cavity state, the cavity is mostly likely in |1⟩ and therefore the conditional
reset is most likely to succeed if it is resonant when the cavity is in |1⟩.

Transmon Check

The post-reset check is realized by way of a transmon readout, exactly as described in the Transmon Readout
section, with the only difference being in the logic of the way the measurement outcome is processed.

In the dual-rail protocol, we perform these transmon checks at points in the protocol where a measurement outcome
of |e⟩ will indicate that an error has occurred. As such, in the cases where the measurement outcome of a check
measurement is |e⟩, that shot, or run of the experiment is discarded in post-selection, with this run of the experiment
contributing statistically to runs where an erasure was detected.

Cavity-State Initialization

In the data presented in this paper, cavities were initialized in |1⟩ using an optimal control pulse (OCP) [47], with
a duration of 1 µs.

There are other methods of cavity-state initialization, such as sideband operations [37] to load a photon from the
transmon to the cavity, or measurement-based approaches [46]. Exploring other such methods and optimizing state
preparation for the purpose of the dual-rail qubit will be explored in future work.
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State Preparation and Measurement Protocols

Two primary overarching components of the dual-rail qubit operations are state preparation and measurement.
Here we refer to the dual-rail measurement as a logical measurement, implying that it is a projective measurement of
the logical σ̂z operator.

We construct each of these protocols using the elements in our toolbox as described in the cQED Toolbox for
Bosonic Operations section. In the subsequent section we describe the exact way in which we construct each protocol.

State Preparation

In order the prepare all of the dual-rail basis states in the 0 and 1-photon subspaces, we need to be able to prepare
each cavity in the state |0⟩ and in the state |1⟩.

Preparing the cavity in |0⟩ Being able to prepare our cavities in |0⟩ with high fidelity is of twofold importance.
First, in our dual-rail experiments we perform many runs of each experiment in order to accumulate statistics and
sufficiently resolve the outcomes that we want to measure. As such, we need an efficient way to reset the system,
i.e. both the dual-rail’s cavities and transmons to the ground state between each run. Second, as our logical basis is
spanned by {|01⟩ , |10⟩}, in order to prepare any logical state we must be able in turn to prepare each of the cavities
in |0⟩.

Specifically, our protocol for preparing a cavity in |0⟩ is as follows. First, we perform a cavity measurement that
consists of mapping the cavity-state to the transmon using a selective pulse followed by a readout of the ancilla
transmon. As described in the Mapping section, this pulse is detuned by χ in order to map the correct outcome to
|g⟩ and mitigate assignment errors If the measurement outcome is G, indicating that the cavity is in |0⟩, the cavity
measurement is repeated N times, until we get a string of six consecutive G outcomes confirming that the cavity is
indeed in |0⟩. If the measurement outcome is E, indicating that the cavity is still in |1⟩, we add a short delay of 10 µs
before restarting the whole process over again.

Second, we append a transmon check measurement (as described in the Transmon Check section) in order to confirm
that the ancilla transmon is in the ground state before subsequent operations following the state preparation.

Represented as a circuit diagram, our prep |0⟩ protocol is:

Repeat until G⊗6

G/E/...

Cavity

Transmon Xs
n=1 ✓

There are a number of alternatives to this protocol. These include sideband operations to SWAP an excitation
from the cavity to the ancilla followed by a subsequent π-pulse on the ancilla to reset it to |g⟩, different numbers of
cavity measurements, or removing the appended transmon check. Investigating the most optimal or efficient protocol
will be investigated in future work.

For the protocol that we use, we can estimate the probability of the |0⟩ state preparation failing, denoted ϵ0, as:

ϵ0 = n
(c)
th · P (“0”| |1⟩)6 + (1− n

(c)
th ) · [(1− P (“1”| |0⟩))6 · n(c)th

2 tM

T
(c)
1

]

where P (“α”| |β⟩) denotes the probability of assigning the outcome “α” conditioned on being in the state |β⟩ (see
Error Budget section for more detail), and the factor of 2 for the measurement time accounts for undetected cavity
heating during the readout of the last cavity measurement, or the transmon check.

Preparing the cavity in |1⟩ In order to prepare the cavity in the |1⟩ state, we first reset it to |0⟩ as described
for the prep |0⟩ case. We then apply an OCP pulse as described in the Cavity-State Initialization section in order
to initialize the cavity in |1⟩, and append a transmon check as described in the Transmon Check section in order
to confirm that the transmon is still in |g⟩ following the initialization and before any subsequent operations to be
performed on the qubit.

Represented in a circuit diagram, our prep |1⟩ protocol is:
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Repeat until G⊗6

G/E/...

Cavity OCP

Transmon Xs
n=1 ✓

As emphasized in the Cavity-State Initialization section, there are many alternatives for initializing the cavity
in |1⟩, including sideband operations or measurement-based approaches. In addition, as described in [36], the state
initialization (with any method) can followed by repeated cavity measurements in order to confirm the correct
initialization and boost the preparation fidelity, termed “lucky-string” preparation. Alternative methods, as well as
lucky-string preparation will be the topic of future work.

For the protocol that we use, we can estimate the probability of the |1⟩ state preparation failing, denoted ϵ1, as:

ϵ1 = ϵocp + (1− ϵocp) ·
tM

T
(c)
1

where ϵocp denotes the OCP error, or the probability that it does not prepare the state |1⟩.
In this work we assume that if the OCP fails the cavity is left in |0⟩. In principle, there is also a probability that

the cavity can be left in |2⟩. While the probability of this occurring, and its effect on the logical space can be the
topic of future work, we assume that this probability and its effect are small and neglect it in this work.

We monitored the OCP pulses of our subsystems on a weekly basis for three months prior to taking the data
presented in this paper. Specifically, we performed quantum process tomography and extracted the X gate errors for
each subsystem, shown in Fig. 7.

FIG. 7. The OCP error for initializing Alice (left) and Bob (right) in |1⟩, extracted from QPT and averaged over three months
prior to data. Error bars indicate the standard deviation.

Preparing the Dual-Rail Basis States In order to prepare any of the dual-rail basis states {|00⟩ , |01⟩ , |10⟩ , |11⟩}
we simply simultaneously perform the relevant preparation operation as described above on each of the dual-rail’s
subsystems.

Using the expressions in each of the previous sections for ϵ0 and ϵ1, we can estimate our effective state preparation
fidelities. We use our system parameters (see the System Properties section), and the OCP data shown in Fig. 7 to
compute our estimates:

Alice Bob

ϵ0 6.6× 10−7 2.0× 10−6

ϵ1 2.5× 10−2 2.1× 10−2
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As described previously, there are many alternative methods for dual-rail state preparation that can be explored
in future work. In this work we opted for a simple state preparation protocol. This preparation protocol may not be
the most optimal, and as such further demonstrates the utility of the dual-rail erasure detection to compensate for
errors, including state preparation error, by flagging such errors as erasures.

In addition, using our estimates of the dual-rail state preparation fidelities together with our numerical model (see
the Dual-Rail Measurement Numerical Simulations section for full detail), we find an anomaly in the agreement with
the data in the cases where we prepare |11⟩. Namely, while our model is physically-motivated and while we find
good agreement with data across different experiments and protocols, we find that the model indicates that the |11⟩
preparation fidelity is consistent with ϵ1 = 5×10−2 on Bob and ϵ1 = 1×10−3 on Alice – lower fidelities than we would
estimate using our measured hardware properties. Again, this points to the opportunity in further investigation and
optimization the state preparation in future work, indicating that yet further improvement in the dual-rail SPAM
fidelity may be low-hanging fruit.

Logical Measurement

The protocol for the logical measurement of a dual-rail qubit that we have developed brings together most of the
elements described in the cQED Toolbox for Bosonic Operations section in order to implement a measurement that
is as robust as possible to the first-order errors, while taking into account the hierarchy of these first-order errors.

The logical measurements are first prepended by a transmon check to confirm that the logical measurement begins
with the transmon in the ground state. This is especially important in our bit-flip and phase-flip experiments, where
for long delay times between state preparation and measurement the transmon will most likely have thermalized and
may be in the |e⟩ state with around ∼ 1% probability.

The logical measurement then consists of mapping the cavity-state to the transmon by way of a selective-pulse,
followed by a transmon readout, a reset of the transmon back to |g⟩ (conditioned on the readout outcome), and a
post-reset transmon check to confirm that the transmon is in |g⟩ after the reset. All as described above in the cQED
Toolbox for Bosonic Operations section.

This post-reset check is intended to suppress the reset decision-making infidelity, that is limited by a readout
classification error (pmiss) on the post-mapping measurement. Namely, in the case where we do not perform this
check, if we perform an additional logical measurement it may begin with the transmon in |e⟩ with probability pmiss

and lead to an incorrect outcome; in the case where we perform this post-reset check this will happen instead only
with probability p2miss.
Represented in circuit diagrams form, our logical measurement consists of the following protocol, implemented

simultaneously on each of the dual-rail’s subsystems:

G/E/...

Cavity

Transmon ✓ Xs
n=1 Xus

n=1 ✓

SUPPLEMENTARY TEXT

Dual-Rail Measurement Numerical Simulations

In order to numerically simulate the expected performance of the dual-rail cavity qubit and the expected outcomes
of the characterization experiments, we developed a model for numerical simulation.

With this model we run QuTiP-based simulations [59, 60], that take the full set of independently-measured
hardware parameters as input, and from which we extract the expected measurement outcome of the dual-rail qubit
as output. Specifically, we perform a time-domain simulation of the dual-rail processes (delays, mapping, reset etc.)
using QuTiP’s master equation solver, and integrate this with our projective measurement model. Similar to the
way in which we treat the measured dual-rail outcomes, the simulated readout outcomes are then correlated and
histogrammed; this allows us to simulate and analyze any number of rounds of measurements, as well as simulating
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and extracting the underlying quantum state in the hypothetical case of no measurement errors.

The main feature of the model is the way in which we model the transmon readout. In the dual-rail measurement
protocol, after the the cavity state is mapped to the transmon, a dispersive readout is performed on the transmon.

Dispersive readout is a continuous process in which a probe tone is sent through the readout resonator, and
the discrete state of the transmon is effectively mapped to the transmitted microwaves due to the transmon state-
dependent frequency shift of the resonator [58]. In a transmon readout, it is nominally the σz operator, or observable
that is measured, and as such the readout “projects” the transmon state to one of the σz eigenstates i.e. one of the
computational basis states. In the dual-rail measurement protocol, the cavity state is always mapped to one of the
transmon’s computational basis states (i.e. |g⟩ or |e⟩, not a superposition state). This means that in the case where
the measurement is a high-fidelity, single-shot QND (quantum non-demolition) readout, the measurement outcome
should correspond to the physical state of the transmon that was measured – and the transmon state should be left
unchanged, as it was in an eigenstate of the measured operator.

However, in practice, transmon readout is an error-prone process. Non-idealities of the measurement are primarily
introduced by two sources:

1. State transitions of the transmon during the finite-duration readout. Such transitions will lead to a recorded
outcome that is incorrect w.r.t to either the transmon’s true initial or final underlying state. If the transmon
undergoes a state transition event during the measurement, the assigned state w.r.t the transmon’s initial state
has some uncertainty. If the transition happens at an early point in the readout, then the transmon will be in the
post-transition state for the majority of the readout time, and as such the assigned state will most likely reflect
the transmon’s post-readout state, and not its pre-readout state. Conversely, if the transition occurs closer to
the end of the readout then the pre-transition state would already mostly have been mapped and the assigned
state will most likely reflect the transmon’s pre-readout state, but not its final post-readout state. Readout
errors due to transmon state transitions are somewhat enhanced due to the increase in the transmon’s thermal
population during readout, and the decrease in its T1 during readout [54].

2. Classification errors due to insufficient separation of the readout peaks in the IQ plane.

These two distinct sources of error motivate the way in which we model and implement the transmon readout in
our model, and we handle these two sources of error separately. We do this since a number of components of the
dual-rail protocol are conditioned on the transmon readout outcome, and we want to be able to separate the assigned
measurement outcome (G/E) from the underlying state (|g⟩/|e⟩) that undergoes subsequent evolution in the protocol.
In particular we want to capture the cases where the assigned state does not agree with the underlying state, and the
ways in which this propagates and limits the performance of the overall protocol.

Specifically, in our modelling of the measurement we handle these two sources as follows. First we freely evolve
the density matrix of the initial state ρi for half the measurement duration time, tM , using a generalized amplitude
damping Kraus map to account for state transitions [61], we then apply “imperfect” measurement projectors (that
account for the probability of classification errors) for each of the j possible measurement outcomes, and then apply
the Kraus map for then second half of tM to each of the projected states to account for the remaining transition
probabilities and give us the final states ρf |j . ρf |j is the density matrix of the final state, given that outcome j was
measured, where

∑
j equals the number of possible measurement outcomes. For a more conceptual description see

Fig. 8. We apply the measurement operators to the states mid-way through the measurement time (as opposed to at
the beginning or the end) as a heuristic for the average probabilistic effect on the projected outcome, given the fact
that a transmon transition can occur at any point during the measurement (as described in point 1 above).

The generalized amplitude damping Kraus map that we use was chosen in order to account for both heating and
decay events in each of the dual-rail’s modes during the readout time, and consists of the following operators:

K0(t) =
√
1− nth ( |0⟩⟨0|+

√
1− p↓(t) |1⟩⟨1| )

K1(t) =
√
p↓(t) (1− nth) |0⟩⟨1|

K2(t) =
√
nth ( (1− p↓(t)) |0⟩⟨0|+ |1⟩⟨1| )

K3(t) =
√
p↓(t) nth |1⟩⟨0|

where nth is the mode’s thermal population, p↓ = 1− e−t/T1 is the probability of decay of the mode’s excited state,
and |0⟩ (|1⟩) denotes the ground (excited) state of the mode (sub |g⟩ and |e⟩ in the case where the mode is one of the
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Projective Measurement

ρi ⇒ Evolve tM
2

Π̂GG ρ Π̂GG

Π̂GE ρ Π̂GE

Π̂EG ρ Π̂EG

Π̂EE ρ Π̂EE

Evolve tM
2

Evolve tM
2

Evolve tM
2

Evolve tM
2

⇒ ρf ∣GG

⇒ ρf ∣GE

⇒ ρf ∣EG

⇒ ρf ∣EE

FIG. 8.

transmons). The map is then constructed and applied as

A(ρ)(t) =

3∑
i=0

Ki(t)ρK
†
i (t)

In order to account for transitions in each of the four dual-rail’s modes (the two cavities and two transmons) during

the readout, we tensor four such Kraus maps where the cavities’ maps take the measured n
(c)
th and T

(c)
1 , and the

transmons’ maps take the n
(t)
th RO and T

(t)
1 RO values measured during readout.

The “imperfect” measurement projectors we use are constructed such as to form positive operator-valued measure-
ments (POVM) elements that take classification errors into account as follows. In general, given the probabilities of
misassigning |g⟩ as E (denoted as pgE) or |e⟩ as G (denoted as peG), the assignment probability matrix is:

M =

(
1− pgE peG
pgE 1− peG

)
In order to construct the corresponding set of POVMs, since each measurement will yield some outcome, we want

to construct a complete set of m projectors Π̂m, such that
∑

m Π̂†
mΠ̂m = 1 [62]. The ideal projectors would be

Π̂G =

(
1 0
0 0

)
, Π̂E =

(
0 0
0 1

)
As such, from the measurement outcome probabilities we can see that we can construct “imperfect” projectors that

satisfy the completeness requirement, and are consistent with the zero-error limit as:

Π̂G =

(√
1− pgE 0
0

√
peG

)
, Π̂E =

(√
pgE 0
0

√
1− peG

)
or concisely, in general as Π̂m =

∑d−1
i=0

√
Mmi |i⟩⟨i|.

The projectors for the two-transmon dual-rail readout are constructed from these as:

Π̂GG = 1⊗ Π̂G ⊗ 1⊗ Π̂G

Π̂GE = 1⊗ Π̂G ⊗ 1⊗ Π̂E

Π̂EG = 1⊗ Π̂E ⊗ 1⊗ Π̂G

Π̂EE = 1⊗ Π̂E ⊗ 1⊗ Π̂E

where we tensor the transmon POVMs with the identity matrix on each of the cavities, and use independently-
measured values of pgE and peG for each of the two transmons projectors.
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Conditioned on the projected outcome, we simulate additional components of the protocol. In the case of a
transmon check, we only propagate forward the state ρf |GG, as this corresponds to the density matrix with the
probabilistic distributions of the case where both transmons would get assigned as G and “pass” the check. In the
case of a conditional transmon reset, for any of the projected outcomes ρf |GE , ρf |EG, ρf |EE we apply an unselective
pi-pulse to the transmon mode that was projected to E.

In order to perform such unselective pulses, as well as selective pulses (for the cavity-state mapping), and logical
dual-rail gates for the purpose of simulating the bit-flip and phase-flip experiments, we use functions native to the
QuTiP wrapper package Sequencing [63].

Error Budget for the Dual-Rail Measurement

In tandem with the numerical simulations, we have also developed an error budget “model” that provides us
with a tool to perform analysis on contributing and limiting error channels in a different way. Namely, the error
budget model is constructed in such a way that it takes all first-order error mechanisms of the dual-rail SPAM
protocol into account, and provides us with the functional form of the individual error channels that contribute to
the experimentally-measured SPAM outcomes. This provides us with a simple tool to: understand the scaling of the
individual errors as a function of our particular hardware parameters, to quantify the relative contribution of various
errors w.r.t each other, and to optimize the implementation of our protocol within the parameter space available to
us.

The dual-rail qubit is encoded using multiple physical modes (namely two coupled bosonic modes), but is logically
processed in a way that is different to a standard repetition code that might similarly be encoded in multiple
physical modes. In the dual-rail encoding, the standard logical errors that we are interested in (Pauli errors,
leakage etc.) now acquire contributions from multiple physical modes, and as such, the ways in which the under-
lying physical error mechanisms propagate and manifest in the space of the error-detected logical qubit are quite novel.

A convenient metric for quantifying the dual-rail performance is the SPAM matrix:

M̂ =


p
(
“00” |

∣∣0̃0〉) p (“00” |
∣∣1̃0〉) p (“00” |

∣∣1̃0〉) p (“00” |
∣∣1̃1〉)

p
(
“01” |

∣∣0̃0〉) p (“01” |
∣∣0̃1〉) p (“01” |

∣∣1̃0〉) p (“01” |
∣∣1̃1〉)

p
(
“10” |

∣∣0̃0〉) p (“10” |
∣∣0̃1〉) p (“10” |

∣∣1̃0〉) p (“10” |
∣∣1̃1〉)

p
(
“11” |

∣∣0̃0〉) p (“11” |
∣∣0̃1〉) p (“11” |

∣∣1̃0〉) p (“11” |
∣∣1̃1〉)

 (1)

which is the matrix form of the sixteen measurement mapping outcomes presented in Fig. 2, and comprehensively
quantifies the SPAM errors in the dual-rail space.
As it is an assignment matrix, if our SPAM were perfect M̂ would be the identity matrix. As such, in order

to understand our errors, the method of the error budget model is to decompose each of the twelve off-diagonal
matrix element probabilities (the error elements) into its first-order contributing physical mechanisms. To do this, we
decompose each outcome into its subsystems, e.g.:

p(“00”| |1̃0⟩) = p(“0”| |1̃⟩)B ⊗ p(“0”| |0̃⟩)A

Under this decomposition of each of the matrix elements, it is clear that all of the matrix elements can in fact be
computed from all the possible combinations (for each of the two subsystems) of just two error budgets:

1. p(“0”| |1̃⟩)i: Probability of assigning subsystem i’s cavity state to be “0”, given that we tried to prepare it in
|1⟩.

2. p(“1”| |0̃⟩)i: Probability of assigning subsystem i’s cavity state to be “1”, given that we tried to prepare it in
|0⟩.

In some cases of the error budget decomposition we will be interested in the probability of assigning a certain
outcome conditioned on already being in a certain state. This is equivalent to ideal state preparation (i.e. the
case where we are initially in a given state with unit probability), and we denote this case by removing the tilde
on the prepared or initial state as p(“0”| |1⟩)i and p(“1”| |0⟩)i. Using this method, in the model we can effectively
“decouple” the state preparation errors from the measurement errors.
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We develop this as a first-order model, by which we mean two things. First, we do not treat the cases of p(“0”| |0̃⟩)
and p(“1”| |1̃⟩) – as there is no first-order (single-error) way for such outcomes to occur. Second, the error expressions
for each step in the protocol are constructed such that they would lead to the outcome we are computing – if it were
true that no errors occurred in any of the previous steps. It is important to note that we are considering only first-order
errors in each of the subsystems, therefore when we consider the logical bit-flip case this is of course second order in
the dual-rail space, but still analyzed considering only first order error contributions from each of the subsystems.

In addition to the system parameters defined in the System Properties section, we define the following parameters:

Parameter Description

ϵ0

Probability of an error in preparing the cavity in |0⟩.
Given our state preparation protocol, the functional form of this error is

ϵ0 = ncth · P (“0”| |1⟩) + (1− ncth)[(1− P (“1”| |0⟩)) · nc
thtM
T c
1

]

i.e. limited by the cases where the cavity is excited but misassigned as “0”,
or where the cavity is in the ground state but heats during the transmon
check measurement.

ϵ1

Probability of an error in preparing the cavity in |1⟩.
Given our state preparation protocol, the functional form of this error is
ϵ1 = ϵocp + (1− ϵocp) · tM

T c
1

i.e. limited by the cases where the OCP pulse initializing |1⟩ failed (ϵocp),
or where the initialization succeeded but the cavity relaxed during
the transmon check measurement.

tmap
Duration of cavity-state mapping.
Implemented with a truncated Gaussian selective π-pulse, therefore equals 4σs

treset
Duration of transmon reset.
Implemented with a truncated Gaussian unselective π- pulse, therefore equals 4σus

pus

Probability of an unselectivity error on the selective pulse.
Taking χ and σs into account, it is computed numerically
as Err = 1− |⟨1, g|Xs

n=0|1, g⟩|2.

ps

Probability of a selectivity error on the unselective pulse.
Taking χ and σus into account, it is computed numerically
as Err = 1− |⟨1, e|Xus

n=0|1, g⟩|2

The particular protocol considered is the following protocol for state preparation and measurement (as described
in the State Preparation and Measurement Protocols section), where the circuit describes the protocol on one of
the dual-rail’s subsystems. State preparation followed by M logical measurements with a transmon check before the
logical measurements:

M times

G/E/...

Cavity

State Prep.

Transmon ✓ Xs
n=1 Xus

n=1 ✓

In this paper we concentrate on state preparation and single-measurement. Only processes that occur until the
end of the first post-mapping transmon measurement are reflected in the outcome of this first logical measurement.
Therefore, we consider only the following section of the protocol for the state preparation and single-measurment
error budget:
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Logical Measurement

G/E/...

Cavity

State Prep.

Transmon ✓ Xs
n=1

The error budgets (for the case where we also account for the state preparation i.e. SPAM) can then be constructed
as follows:

1. p(“0”| |1̃⟩) Error Budget:

Error Mechanism Parameterization

(1) Prep 1 failure ϵ1

(2)
Cavity decay during transmon check
or first half of cavity-state mapping

2 tM+tmap

2 T
(c)
1

(3) T2 event on transmon during cavity-state mapping
tmap

T
(t)
2R

(4) Transmon decay during first half of readout tM
2 T

(t)
1 RO

(5) Readout classification error pmiss

2. p(“1”| |0̃⟩) Error Budget:

Error Mechanism Parameterization

(1) Prep 0 failure ϵ0

(2)
Cavity heating during transmon check,
or first half of cavity-state mapping

n
(c)
th (2 tM+tmap)

2 T
(c)
1

(3) Transmon heating during second half of cavity-state mapping
n
(t)
th tmap

2 T
(t)
1

(4) Transmon heating during first half of readout
n
(t)
th RO tM

2 T
(t)
1 RO

(5) Unselectivity of selective pulse erroneously rotating the transmon pus

(6) Readout classification error pmiss

Since we choose to account only for first-order events in this model, we make the assumption that there are no
correlations between the errors–as any such correlation would be second-order–and therefore compute the probability
of the expected outcome by simply summing the terms in the error budget.

For instance, for each of the three error events that we care about: erasure assignments, leakage detection error
assignments, and logical SPAM error assignments, we construct the error budget as:

• Erasure:

p(“00”| |0̃1⟩) = p(“0”| |0̃⟩)B · p(“0”| |1̃⟩)A

= (1−
6∑

i=1

[ p(“1”| |0̃⟩) Budget ](i)B ) · (
5∑

i=1

[ p(“0”| |1̃⟩) Budget ](i)A )

• Leakage-Detection Error:

p(“10”| |0̃0⟩) = p(“1”| |0̃⟩)B · p(“0”| |0̃⟩)A

= (

6∑
i=1

[ p(“1”| |0̃⟩) Budget ](i)B ) · (1−
6∑

i=1

[ p(“1”| |0̃⟩) Budget ](i)A )
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• Logical SPAM Error:

p(“10”| |0̃1⟩) = p(“1”| |0̃⟩)B · p(“0”| |1̃⟩)A

= (

6∑
i=1

[ p(“1”| |0̃⟩) Budget ](i)B ) · (
5∑

i=1

[ p(“0”| |1̃⟩) Budget ](i)A )

Similarly, we can construct the error budget for all other dual-rail SPAM error outcomes. In the next two subsections
we show two ways in which we can use the error budget formalism to analyze the individual contributions of various
error mechanism to our measured dual-rail performance.

Breakdown of SPAM Error

One immediate application of the error budget is to breakdown the each of the SPAM error-outcomes to its
contributing factors. Namely, we can focus on the SPAM experiment described in the Characterizing dual-rail SPAM
section where we prepare all four joint cavity states in turn and then measure the probabilities of assigning each of
the four possible joint cavity states. In this experiment there are twelve error outcomes, or the twelve off-diagonal
elements of the corresponding SPAM matrix (see eqn. 1).

As established in this paper, our measured dual-rail outcomes have contributions both from the intrinsic hardware
coherences as well as from errors introduced by the protocols of the state preparation and measurement. With an
eye towards future work on hardware and protocol optimization in order to improve the dual-rail cavity qubit’s
performance, we show the error breakdown of the six most important SPAM error terms, in three groups, as an initial
guide to where such work would ideally first be focused.

Specifically, the three error groups that we care about are erasure assignments, where we prepare a logical state and
it gets assigned to “00” (see Table I); leakage detection error assignments, where the leakage state |00⟩ gets assigned
to one of the logical states “01” or “10” (see Table II); and logical SPAM errors, where one of the logical states gets
assigned to the other logical state (see Table III). For the bit-flip SPAM outcome we quote only the top five error
contributions.

From our error analysis we notice two things. First, we see that the particular values of the hardware parameters of
each of the dual-rail’s subsystems give rise to very different relative error contributions. In other words, for example,
a “00” assignment having prepared |0̃1⟩ as opposed to |1̃0⟩ will have a different error budget. This is important to
understand, particularly for the case of logical Pauli errors, as these are second-order error that will therefore occur
due to error contributions from both subsystems.

Second, our analysis quantifies and emphasizes that as expected, actual cavity transitions are not the dominant
error source. Instead, our SPAM errors are dominated by ancillae transmon errors. Erasure assignments (Table I)
where a prepared logical state gets assigned as an erasure, both get very significant contributions (30%− 50%) from
transmon decay events during the readout; leakage detection error assignments (Table II) are dominated by transmon
readout classification errors (60%-90%); and a dominant contribution to logical SPAM error assignments (Table III)
is the combination of these errors on each subsystem (∼ 30%).

Breakdown of Bit-Flip Error

The logical lifetime of the dual-rail cavity qubit is characterized using the bit-flip experiment as described in the
Measuring Bit-Flip Errors section. We know that the intrinsic physical mechanism of the logical bit flip is dominated
by the rare case of a double transition event: a decay in the cavity prepared in |1⟩ and a heating event in the
cavity prepared in |0⟩. However, in the process of measuring the dual-rail’s state in order to characterize its bit-flip
time – many more errors are introduced. These state-mapping and measurement errors result in an “effective”, or
“measured” bit-flip rate that is much faster than the estimated intrinsic bit-flip rate that is solely due to double cavity
transitions.

In order to better understand and support this distinction between the “measured” bit-flip and the “intrinsic”
bit-flip, we can use our models to construct an error budget of the relative contributions to each of the bit-flip rates.
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TABLE I. Erasure Assignments

Error Outcome Error Description
Raw

Contribution
Relative

Contribution

p(“00”||0̃1⟩) Transmon T1 during readout 2.77e-2 47.75%

Transmon T2 during mapping 1.24e-2 21.36 %

State (|1⟩) preparation failure 9.26e-3 15.99 %

Cavity T1 during check or mapping 4.6e-3 7.94 %

Readout classification error 4.03e-3 6.96 %

p(“00”||1̃0⟩) State (|1⟩) preparation failure 2.84e-2 40.73 %

Transmon T1 during readout 2.18e-2 30.40 %

Cavity T1 during check or mapping 1.21e-2 17.37 %

Transmon T2 during mapping 6.82e-3 9.80 %

Readout classification error 1.18e-3 1.69 %

TABLE II. Erasure conversion error assignments

Error Outcome Error Description
Raw

Contribution
Relative

Contribution

p(“01”||0̃0⟩) Readout classification error 3.14e-3 89.05 %

Transmon heating during readout 2.771e-4 7.86 %

State (|0⟩) preparation failure 5.48e-5 1.56 %

Transmon heating during mapping 4.60e-5 1.30 %

Cavity heating during check or mapping 4.60e-6 0.13 %

Unselectivity of selective mapping pulse 3.75e-6 0.10%

p(“10”||0̃0⟩) Readout classification error 3.22e-3 58.90 %

Transmon heating during readout 2.12e-3 38.74 %

State (|0⟩) preparation failure 6.39e-3 1.17 %

Transmon heating during mapping 3.54e-5 0.65 %

Unselectivity of selective mapping pulse 1.75e-5 0.32 %

Cavity heating during check or mapping 1.21e-5 0.22 %

The probabilities of measuring a logical bit-flip, when preparing 0L or 1L are defined as, respectively

P1L(t) =
P (m10(t)| prep 01)

P (m10(t)| prep 01) + P (m01(t)| prep 01)

P0L(t) =
P (m01(t)| prep 10)

P (m10(t)| prep 10) + P (m01(t)| prep 10)

where m01 and m10 are the raw probabilities of assigning the states “01” and “10” (i.e before re-normalization of the
logical subspace), and are given by the sum of the probabilities of assigning the outcome “01” or “10” (denoted O in
general) conditioned on being in any one of the dual-rail states |k⟩:

mO(t) =
∑

k∈{|00⟩,|01⟩,|10⟩,|11⟩}

P|k⟩(t) · P (O | |k⟩) (2)

By solving a simple system of ODEs we can obtain each of the P|k⟩(t) terms of the dual-rail state evolutions
in eqn. 2, and using our model we can compute each of the P (O | |k⟩) terms of the assignment probabilities in
eqn. 2. In this case when we compute the assignment probabilities we do not include state preparation errors, since
we are conditioning the outcomes on already being in each of the dual-rail states.
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TABLE III. Logical SPAM error assignments

Error Outcome Error Description
Raw

Contribution
Relative

Contribution

p(“10”||0̃1⟩) Readout classification error (B) and
Transmon T1 during readout (A)

8.91e-5 28.13 %

Transmon heating during readout (B) and
Transmon decay during readout (A)

5.86e-5 18.50 %

Readout classification error (B) and
Transmon T2 during mapping (A)

3.98e-5 12.58 %

Transmon heating during readout (B) and
Transmon T2 during mapping (A)

2.62e-5 8.27 %

Transmon heating during readout (B) and
State (|1⟩) preparation failure (A)

1.96e-5 6.19 %

p(“01”||1̃0⟩) State (|1⟩) preparation failure (B) and
Readout classification error (A)

8.90e-5 36.27 %

Transmon T1 during readout (B) and
Readout classification error

6.64e-5 27.07 %

Cavity T1 during check or mapping (B) and
Readout classification error (A)

3.79e-5 15.47 %

Transmon T2 during mapping (B) and
Readout classification error (A)

2.14e-5 8.73 %

State (|1⟩) preparation failure (B) and
Transmon heating during readout (A)

7.85e-6 3.20 %

Transmon T1 during readout (B) and
Transmon heating during readout

5.86e-6 2.39 %

Dual-Rail State Evolutions As we are interested in the long-time behavior of the logical bit-flip, we solve the
system of ODEs for the two-level cavity system in order to extract the exact expressions of the evolution of the ground
and excited populations of the cavity states, and construct the expressions for the dual-rail state evolutions, P|k⟩(t)
from these.

Treating each cavity as a two-level system, the evolution of the ground and excited state populations can be
expressed as the following system of ODEs: (

Ṗ0

Ṗ1

)
=

(
−Γ↑ Γ↓
Γ↑ −Γ↓

)(
P0

P1

)
(3)

where Γ↓ = 1/T1 and Γ↑ = nth/T1.
Using the error budget we can compute the |0⟩ and |1⟩ state preparation errors: ϵ0 and ϵ1, with which we define

the initial conditions for the ODEs. For the case where |ψ0⟩ = |0̃⟩: {P0(0) = 1 − ϵ0, P1(0) = ϵ0}, and for the case
where |ψ0⟩ = |1̃⟩: {P0(0) = ϵ1, P1(0) = 1− ϵ1}. Solving eqn. 3 with these initial conditions we find for the case where
|ψ0⟩ = |0̃⟩:

P(0|init |0⟩)(t) =
Γ↓

Γ↑ + Γ↓
+ e−(Γ↑+Γ↓)t (

Γ↑

Γ↑ + Γ↓
− ϵ0)

P(1|init |0⟩)(t) =
Γ↑

Γ↑ + Γ↓
(1− e−(Γ↑+Γ↓)t) + ϵ0 e

−(Γ↑+Γ↓)t

and for the case where |ψ0⟩ = |1̃⟩:

P(0|init |1⟩)(t) =
Γ↓

Γ↑ + Γ↓
(1− e−(Γ↑+Γ↓)t) + ϵ1 e

−(Γ↑+Γ↓)t

P(1|init |1⟩)(t) =
Γ↑

Γ↑ + Γ↓
− e−(Γ↑+Γ↓)t(ϵ1 −

Γ↓

Γ↑ + Γ↓
)

With these solutions we can then construct the functional form of the evolution of the dual-rail cavity states as
P(|00⟩|init |01⟩) = PB

(0|init |0⟩)(t) · PA
(0|init |1⟩)(t) etc., where Γ↑ and Γ↓ for each cavity’s solution are parameterized by the
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cavity’s measured T1 and nth. The result using our system’s parameters are plotted in Fig. 9.

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the four dual-rail basis states over 1 ms, in the case where |0L⟩ is prepared (left), and in the case
where |1L⟩ is prepared (right).

Assignment Probabilities Using our model, we can also compute the assignment probabilities conditioned on
being in any one of the dual-rail states, P (O | |k⟩). The results are plotted in Fig. 10.

FIG. 10. Probability of assigning the logical basis outcomes–conditioned on being in each of the dual-rail basis states; computed
using the error budget. The probability of assigning “01” from each of the basis states in plotted on the left, and the probability
of assigning “10” from each of the basis states is plotted on the right.

These assignment probabilities are similar to the left two panels in Fig.2. However, as noted, in Fig.2 the num-
bers reflect the SPAM outcomes (including state preparation) whereas Fig. 10 reflects only the measurement errors,
assuming perfect state preparation.

In general, we are most interested in using the model to quantify two things. We know that the measured bit-flip
rate gets some contribution from the intrinsic bit-flip (a heating event on one cavity and a decay event on the other
cavity), and some contribution from measurement errors introduced when trying to measure the bit-flip rate. We are
interested then in:

1. Understanding what fraction of the measured bit-flip rate is due to the true intrinsic bit-flip.

2. For the measured bit-flip rate, which measurement assignment channel P|k⟩ ·P (O | |k⟩) dominates the measured
outcome.

To answer these questions we single out the three cases of interest:
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1. Only intrinsic bit-flip. The case where finite cavity T1 and nth lead to real logical bit-flips at long delay
times; we assume perfect measurements in order to isolate this mechanism.

In the case where there is no measurement error, a logical state will only be measured if it is actually the
underlying physical state, i.e. the measurement outcomes are:

m01 = P|01⟩

m10 = P|10⟩

For delay times on the order of the bare cavity T1s, we can approximately express the intrinsic logical bit-flip
probabilities as

P (flip | initial |0L⟩) = P1L =
(1− e−ntht/T

(B)
1 )(1− e−t/T

(A)
1 )

(e−ntht/T
(B)
1 )(e−t/T

(A)
1 ) + (1− e−ntht/T

(B)
1 )(1− e−t/T

(A)
1 )

and

P (flip | initial |1L⟩) = P0L =
(1− e−t/T

(B)
1 )(1− e−ntht/T

(A)
1 )

(1− e−t/T
(B)
1 )(1− e−ntht/T

(A)
1 ) + (e−t/T

(B)
1 )(e−ntht/T

(A)
1 )

At short times, from first-order Taylor expansion we can extract the expression:

P (flip | initial |0L⟩) = n
(B)
th

t2

T
(A)
1 T

(B)
1

= n
(B)
th κA κB t2

and

P (flip | initial |1L⟩) = n
(A)
th

t2

T
(A)
1 T

(B)
1

= n
(A)
th κA κB t2

showing that at short times the intrinsic bit-flip is quadratic in time.

At long times compared to the bare cavity T1 we use the exact expressions for the population probabilities,
which are reflected in the plots below.

2. Only measurement error bit-flip. In this case we set the cavity nth to zero, such that there can by no real
intrinsic bit-flip, and the probability of assigning a bit-flip is only due to the measurement.

This means that for the case where |ψ0⟩ = |1L⟩:

m01 = P|00⟩ · P (“01”| |00⟩) + P|10⟩ · P (“01”| |10⟩)

m10 = P|00⟩ · P (“10”| |00⟩) + P|10⟩ · P (“10”| |10⟩)

and for the case where |ψ0⟩ = |0L⟩:

m01 = P|00⟩ · P (“01”| |00⟩) + P|01⟩ · P (“01”| |01⟩)

m10 = P|00⟩ · P (“10”| |00⟩) + P|01⟩ · P (“10”| |01⟩)

from which, using the ODE solutions and the assignment probabilities, we can construct the functional form of
the logical bit-flip in each case.

3. Intrinsic bit-flip and measurement errors. The realistic case where we have both finite cavity coherences
and finite measurement errors.

In the case where we allow for an intrinsic bit-flip, i.e. nth ̸= 0, as well as measurement errors, there is a
probability of being in, or measuring any one of the four states. Therefore, we must account for all terms in
eqn. 2. Again, substituting the appropriate expression for P|k⟩ and the assignment probabilities for each of the
cases we then construct the functional form of the logical bit-flips.
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FIG. 11. Probability of a logical bit-flip from different error channels, given |0L⟩ preparation (left) and |1L⟩ preparation (right).
Intrinsic only represents the case where measurements are perfect and therefore a bit-flip can only occur as a result of double-
transitions; measurement only represents the case where the cavity nth = 0, and therefore bit-flips are only apparent bit-flips
due to measurement errors; both represents the case where both of these error channels are finite.

FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 11, but delayed out to 1 ms.

We can plot each of these three cases for the delay times of interest discussed in this paper: 20 µs and 1 ms. The
results are presented in Fig. 11, and Fig. 12, respectively. In addition, we can plot the three cases for a delay time
of 10 ms, longer than we measure, in order to observe the expected saturation of the logical bit-flip probability; the
results are presented in Fig. 13.

The plots in Figures 11 and 12 show the extent to which the measured bit-flip probability is dominated by errors of
the measurement itself, and not by the true intrinsic bit-flip. As described in the Measuring Bit-Flip Errors section,
this shows why via measurement we can only bound the bit-flip rate to 1/(∼80 ms), while given the cavity coherences
we estimate the true intrinsic bit-flip rate is on the order of 1/(∼2.5 s).

Specifically, we can now further use these computed state evolutions and assignment probabilities in order to answer
our two initial questions.

First, the fraction that the intrinsic bit-flip constitutes of the total measured bit-flip probability is simply the
“Measurement only” outcome plotted in Fig. 12, divided by the total measured bit-flip (“Both” in Fig. 12). This
ratio, as a function of the delay time, is plotted in Fig. 14. As described in section , we bound the cavity thermal
population to be between 1e-3 and 1e-4. Therefore, in Fig. 14 we plot this ratio for both values of cavity thermal
population, in order to establish a the range that we expect this contribution to be in our case. For cavity thermal
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FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 11, but delayed out to 10 ms.

populations of 10−4, which is closer to what we measure, we learn from the model that the intrinsic bit-flip contributes
(0.04− 0.13)% at 1 µs, and (1.93− 5.64)% 1 ms, where the range is given by the two state preparations.

Using the model we can also confirm our expectations of the contributions of the respective bit-flip channels at very
long times compared to the cavity lifetimes. At these long times, the cavities will have thermalized, and we expect
the intrinsic bit-flip for both initial state preparations to saturate to

nth · (1− nth)

nth · (1− nth) + (1− nth) · nth
=

1

2

Similarly, at long times when the cavities have thermalized, we expect the contribution of the measurement error-
induced bit-flip to be given by the ratio of the probabilities of misassigning |00⟩ to each of the bit-flip outcomes:

P (flip|initial |0L⟩) =
P (“10”| |00⟩)

P (“01”| |00⟩) + P (“10”| |00⟩)

P (flip|initial |1L⟩) =
P (“01”| |00⟩)

P (“01”| |00⟩) + P (“10”| |00⟩)

From the logical state assignments that we compute using the model (see Fig. 10) we can extract these numbers
and see that P (“10”| |00⟩) = 4.26 × 10−3, and P (“01”| |00⟩) = 1.42 × 10−3. Therefore we expect the logical bit-flip
probability at long times to saturate to 0.75 for prep |0L⟩, and 0.25 for prep |1L⟩.
Both of these expectations are confirmed by the model, see Fig. 13.

Second, for the measured bit-flip rate, we can decompose the measured number into the contributions it gets from
assigning each of the dual-rail states to the bit-flip outcome. We do this to answer our question about which of the
assignment channels dominates the logical bit-flip, and to what extent.

Specifically, we decompose it as follows. As described in eqn. , the probability of a logical bit-flip outcome for the
case where the initial state is |0L⟩ is given by

P1L(t) =
P (m10(t)| prep 01)

P (m10(t)| prep 01) + P (m01(t)| prep 01)

We can write the numerator out explicitly, in which case

P1L(t) =
P|00⟩ · P (“10”||00⟩) + P|01⟩ · P (“10”||01⟩) + P|10⟩ · P (“10”||10⟩) + P|11⟩ · P (“10”||11⟩)

P (m10(t)| prep 01) + P (m01(t)| prep 01)

Each term in this last expression can be interpreted as the contribution to the total measured bit-flip from the
probability of assigning each of dual-rail states to the bit-flip outcome.
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FIG. 14. Fraction that the intrinsic bit-flip contributes to the total measured bit-flip, for delay times up to 1 ms, given prep
|0L⟩ (left) and |1L⟩ (right). Plotted both for cavity nth of 0.1% and 0.01%.

In Fig. 15 we plot the contribution of each of these bit-flip assignment channels, for each of the logical states. The
sum of all these channels for each logical state corresponds to the bit-flip probability that we would measure; in Fig. 15
the data is overlaid with the model and we do indeed see good agreement.

From this plot we can see the extent to which the measured bit-flip outcome is dominated by misassignment of the
leakage state |00⟩ to the bit-flip outcome in the case of both logical states, where the measured probability can in fact
be attributed almost entirely to this assignment channel. At 1 µs, the “|00⟩ to bit-flip outcome” assignment channel
contributes ∼ 34% to the measured bit-flip probability, and at 1 ms it contributes ∼ 95%.

FIG. 15. The measured bit-flip probability gets contributions from each of the dual-rail basis states getting assigned to the
bit-flip outcome. Here we plot each of these contributions in order to show the relative contributions of each assignment channel
to the measured bit flip for prep |0L⟩ (left) and prep |1L⟩ (right). The sum of the contributions should correspond to the data.

Intrinsic Bit-Flip Estimate

An important metric of the coherence of the logical qubit is the rate at which the logical basis states “flip” to
the other logical state, resulting in an effective bit-flip. As described in the main text, we identify two primary
contributions to this rate: “intrinsic” processes, and measurement-introduced processes. The combination of these
processes result in the “apparent” bit-flip that we measure (see the Measuring Bit-Flip Errors section).
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While we can place a measured, SPAM-limited bound on the bit-flip rate, we are also interested in extracting the
intrinsic bit-flip rate as a figure of merit for our dual-rail qubit. The intrinsic bit-flip rate is the true idling bit-flip
rate, and thus is the true rate applicable during any operation of the qubit in a circuit.

Specifically, there are two intrinsic processes that contribute to effective transitions between the logical states.
First, there is a finite probability of actual double-transitions, where both photon-loss in one cavity and photon-gain
in the other cavity occur and induce a flip in the logical state. Second, a difference in the cavity decay rates will
cause evolution in the no-jump trajectory [2] toward the cavity with the longer lifetime, with the resulting backaction
flipping the logical state.

Measurement errors contribute to the bit-flip rate when performing an experiment in order to measure the bit-flip
rate. In this case non-bit-flip outcomes will get assigned to the bit-flip outcome as a result of measurement errors,
and thus increase the apparent rate of the logical bit flips.

By way of measurement we have of course have no way of decoupling these measurement errors from the intrinsic
errors in order to quantify each separately. However, in theory we know exactly what the contributions to the intrinsic
processes are and as such, using our measured system parameters (see the System Properties section), we can compute
the intrinsic bit-flip rate of our qubit.

a. Leakage-seepage contribution
From the functional form of the time evolution of the dual-rail states (see eqn. 3) given finite fidelity state-

preparation, we can extract the probabilities of a leakage-seepage event at 1µs for each of the logical state preparation:
P(|01⟩||10⟩)(t = 1µs) and P(|10⟩||10⟩)(t = 1µs), and extract a time constant from this as

Tflip =
1µs

Pleakage-seepage(t = 1µs)

For our system’s parameters we find that for prep |0L⟩ and |1L⟩ the qubit lifetime due to this bit-flip channel is
Tflip |0L⟩→|1L⟩ = 6.74 s and Tflip |1L⟩→|0L⟩ = 9.06 s.

b. No-jump backaction contribution
In the case where the lifetimes of each of the dual-rail’s cavity are not the same (TA

1 ̸= TB
1 ), a dual-rail state with

finite population in both of the logical states will be susceptible to the effect of the no-jump backaction [2, 36]. Under
the no-jump evolution, conditioned on the case where no jump (decay event) occurs, the quantum amplitude of the
logical state defined by an excitation in the longer-lived cavity will increase at the expense of the quantum amplitude
of other logical state.

In the context of the bit-flip experiment where we try to initialize in a basis state, if the state preparation was
perfect the no-jump backaction would have no effect as there would be no probability of being in the other logical
state. However, in practice the fidelity of state-preparation will always be finite, and as such there will always be
some small finite probability of being in an undesired ensemble state–vulnerable to the no-jump backation.

While no population transfer occurs due to this effect, and in that sense it is not comparable to a σ̂x type bit-flip,
under this deterministic evolution the relative amplitudes of the logical states will polarize towards the bit-flip-
outcome, and then be measured as such what projecting the z-axis of the logical qubit. Therefore this is an effective
“bit-flip” channel for one of the logical states (the one defined by an excitation in the shorter-lived cavity).

We quantify this as follows. For each state preparation the populations of the logical state can be expressed as:

Prep |0L⟩ Prep |1L⟩
P01 = (1− ϵ0)(1− ϵ1) P01 = ϵ1 · ϵ0
P10 = ϵ0 · ϵ1 P10 = (1− ϵ1)(1− ϵ0)

where ϵ0, ϵ1 are the probabilities of an error in preparing |0⟩ and |1⟩, respectively.
The no-jump backation affects the relative ratio between the population within the logical subspace, and as such

we renormalize these population probabilities and define:

P ′
01 =

P01

P01 + P10
, P ′

10 =
P10

P01 + P10

for each of the state preparations.
The functional form of the time evolution of expectation value of the σ̂z is defined in [36], and cast in terms of the

notation conventions in this paper takes the form:

⟨Z(t)⟩ = P ′
10 − P ′

10e
−(κA−κB)t

1− P ′
01(1− e−(κA−κB)t)

where κA(B) = 1/T
A(B)
1
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Under this convention ⟨Z(t)⟩ = +1 corresponds to |10⟩ and ⟨Z(t)⟩ = −1 corresponds to |01⟩. With this expression
we can extract a time constant corresponding to the lifetime of the qubit to the no-jump evolution for prep |0L⟩ and
|1L⟩ as:

Tflip =
1µs

p(⟨Z(t = 1µs)⟩ = +1 | prep 01)
, Tflip =

1µs

p(⟨Z(t = 1µs)⟩ = −1 | prep 10)

For our system’s parameters we find that for prep |0L⟩ and |1L⟩ the qubit lifetime due to this bit-flip channel is
Tflip |0L⟩→|1L⟩ = 3.28 s and Tflip |1L⟩→|0L⟩ = 4.43 s.

c. Total intrinsic bit-flip
In order to extract an effective, relevant time-constant (Tflip) representing the intrinsic lifetime of the dual-rail

qubit, we look at the error in the nominal duration of a logical gate: 1 µs. We then define the time-constant as:

Tflip =
1 µs

probability of an intrinsic bit-flip at 1 µs

where this probability is the sum of the two intrinsic contributions.
As described above, we find that both of these intrinsic bit-flip channels contribute on the order of ∼ 10−7 at 1

microsecond to the bit-flip probability. As such, for our system’s parameters we find that for prep |0L⟩ and |1L⟩ the
intrinsic qubit lifetime is Tflip |0L⟩→|1L⟩ = 2.21 s and Tflip |1L⟩→|0L⟩ = 2.98 s.


